Abstract

Can Islamic law change the conservation paradigm into transformation? If possible, which aspects can be done for this matter? How far the linkage between conventional Islamic law and social adaptation can continue to be elaborated? Where can the linkage aspects between Islamic law, structure, and culture be found? That is among the several questions to be answered in this paper. Reflecting on conventional (Western) law, writing tries to compile the links between aspects of Islamic law, social and cultural structures. The article concludes with an emphasis on the importance of understanding the beginnings of the growing systematization of Islamic law, as well as the relative aspects of systematization and the necessity of understanding the socio-cultural settings that are constantly changing in the current period. So, it can produce transformative Islamic legal patterns. Islamic law that corresponds to social change.
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A. Introduction

In Islamic literature, two terms are used to refer to Islamic law namely al-
syarī'at al-Islāmiyyah and al-fiqh al Islāmiyy. Some experts claim that the term Islamic
law which became popular and used as an official term for example in Indonesia is the
equivalent of Western terms. In English terms, there is an Islamic law nomenclature.
The Islamic law-word is often used by Western writers in their works. The word is
often used to designate the Arabic term Islamic jurisprudence or Islamic law in
general. Meanwhile, the well-known Pakistani writer, Ahmad Hasan, uses the terms
Islamic Jurisprudence for Islamic law (uşul fiqh) and practical (fiqh) in his work as in
the book The Early Development of Islamic Jurisprudence (1970) and The Principles of
Islamic Jurisprudence (1994).

The term Islamic law itself was not originally found in the Qur'an, Sunnah, or
Islamic literature. It is a reflection of the development and dynamics of people's lives
in accordance with the situation and conditions of the times. In general, what is meant
by Islamic law is Islamic sharia originating from the Qur'an and Sunnah that have not
been interfered with reasoning power (ijtihād), or fiqh, namely Islamic law originating
from an understanding of sharia or understanding of texts, both the Qur'an ījtihādī and
Sunnah.

According to the terms and in the understanding of Muslims, sha'ṭa'ah are
provisions or laws that Allah has ordained for his servants (especially those that have
been categorized as legal subjects) through the intermediary of His apostle by which
the legal subjects will get definite norms. These provisions are related to aqeedah,
'amaliyyah even to the social order of the community. So, traditionally, sha'ṭa'ah is
divided into three important categories. First, the teachings of the faith which would
later be referred to as the knowledge of usuluddin. Second, moral teachings and ethics
are the objects of morality and Sufism. Third, legal teachings relating to al 'amaliyyah
or daily life can be referred to as objects of the science of fiqh. In terms of, fiqh itself
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is a scientific discipline that discusses the detailed laws of *sha'ārī* related to the actions of *mukallāt* people. Classical and contemporary scholars, Al-Amidi (631 H) and Wahbah al-Zuhaili (1436 H) said that *fiqh* is a discipline about the practical law of *sha'ārī* from detailed arguments. The arguments here can be of nature directly from *nās* and also from *ijtihād* scholars. At least, there are 24 places in the Qur'an in different verses and letters that use the origin of the word *fiqh*.

**B. Sources of Islamic Law: Building Logics and Legal Reasoning**

The source of law can be interpreted as the origin of dogmatism, theory, and understanding of the law. Often the source of Islamic law is also said to be the proposition of Islamic law or the basis of Islamic law. From this source, it will be illustrated how the beginning of distance occurred and at the same time there began to be an approach between the text towards the process of understanding, towards the formulation and then a series of norms, methods, and rules of law were born. Of course, it is possible that in the process there are various opinions and content of ambiguous epistemological and methodological problems.

There are at least three sources of Islamic law namely al-Qur'ān, al-Sunnah and *Ijtihād*.

1. **Al-Qur'ān**

In the Qur'an study treasure, the Arabic-language Al-Qur'an is categorized as the greatest miracle of the prophet Muhammad from Allah. Then it was quoted by the next generation by the method of written transmission starting from Surah *al-Fātihah* to the end of Surah *al-Nās*. Muhammad al-Syaukani (1834 M) wrote, how is the dogmatic understanding and belief of Muslims towards the Qur'an.
1. The Qur'an is the word of Allah revealed directly to the Prophet Muhammad
2. The Qur'an is revealed in Quraysh Arabic
3. The Qur'an is quoted and transmitted to generations. This generation is the guardian of the Qur'an. And at the same time, the Qur'an is revealed to all cross-cultural, time and territorial communities.
4. Reading every word in the Qur'an is worship and getting merit
5. The Qur'an starts with Surah \textit{al-Fātihah} and ends with Surah \textit{an-Nās}.

Such an understanding of Qu'ran is a basic belief. Then it became the dogmatism of Islamic law. There are many debates and discussions about the Koran itself among Muslims. For example, there is a debate about \textit{Jadid} and its \textit{Qadim}, there is a debate about the writing process; also about the kinds of qiraah al-Quran itself. It also includes debates about the understanding and interpretation of the texts. Whatever the differences, the Muslims consider the Qur'an to be a guideline and the fundamental source of Islamic law.

Returning to the debate in the Qur'an above, if we pay close attention to the clarity of the contents of the Qur'an, then there are \textit{Muhkam} verses in the Qur'an. Namely, the meaning is clear and revealed clearly. Can be understood simply and quickly. Whereas the second is the \textit{mutasyābih} verses, namely verses that are uncertain in meaning and meaning, their meanings are veiled and must be explored and elaborated with various approaches to understanding them. He must be understood with several possibilities.

Furthermore, in terms of the Quranic explanation of the law, there are several ways that must be used as follows:\textsuperscript{15}

1. By \textit{juz"{i}} or in detail, the meaning is that the Qur'an explains it in detail, the explanation is complete so that if someone reads it, one can carry it out according to what it is, without needing to be explained again by \textit{al-Sunnah}.
2. By \textit{kullī} or globally, the point is that the Qur'an explains it only in outline so that to understand and implement it is necessary to a more detailed explanation of al-Sunnah.
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3. In *ishārah*, the meaning of the Qur'an is to explain only in the form of an explanation of cues, meaning that besides it has a written meaning, it also has another meaning implicitly. This one verse of the Qur'an can provide several specific purposes.

What is explained in *juz'i* is relatively small in number. But the things that are explained in an authentic and *isyārī* are more dominant.

2. **Al-Sunnah**

Sunnah according to language means the road, the usual path or the usual way. According to the term Sunnah, everything that is narrated from the Prophet Muhammad SAW, whether it is in the form of actions, sayings or provisions or agreements, characteristics, couplings, even good morals or biographies, whether done before Prophethood or after Prophethood.

With the above definition, it can be concluded that al-Sunnah can be classified into three, namely al-sunnah al-fi'liyyah (sunnah in the form of deeds), al-sunnah al-qauliyah (sunnah in the form of sayings) and al-sunnah al-taqrībīyyah (sunnah in the form of statute). Regarding the sunnah al-fi'liyyah, a question arises, do all the actions of the Prophet Muhammad contain laws and must be followed by his ummah? In this case the Fathi al-Duraini divides the al-sunnah al-fi'liyyah, into three parts like the following:

1. Acts that emerged from the Prophet Muhammad because he was an ordinary human. For example, eating, drinking, sitting or dressing him, then actions like this are not obligatory for followers to follow.
2. Acts carried out by the Messenger of Allāh which those actions were only for himself. For example, marrying women more than four people at the
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16 This understanding is based on the hadith of the Prophet Muhammad, he said:


same time, it is obligatory to pray for *tahajjud* or not to accept *zakāt*, then this act is of course only specific to the Prophet Muhammad alone, and is not obligatory for followers to follow.

3. **Actions related to law and their legal basis.** This certainly ranges between *wajib*, *sunnah*, *haram*, *makrūh* and *mubah*. It was this act which eventually became a *shari'ah* in Islam.

That is *sunnah*, it is the second main source in Islamic law after the Koran. However, not all *sunnah* contain legal values and practices that must be followed. Besides, he has many arguments, *Ijmā' Rādiyallahu'anhum* friends can be seen in the letter Ali Imran verse 31, surah al-Ahzab verse 21 and surat al-Hasyr verse 7. Rasul SAW also once said which means: "Indeed, I have been revealed by the Qur'an and the like". The majority of scholars say that what is meant by "the like" in this hadith is *the Sunnah.*

20

3. **Ijtihād**

According to Arabic, the word *ijtihād* comes from the root word *Ijtahada* - *Yajtahidu* which means it is serious or in other languages sacrifices all abilities, both body and soul for a work done because there is a purpose sought, both material and mind. Therefore, it is legitimate to call *ijtihād* or *mujtahid* for a judge who solemnly completes case files that enter his desk.

Whereas, according to the term *ijtihād* is the mobilization of all the capabilities of the *mujtahid* (someone who is an expert in *ijtihād*) in seeking knowledge about the laws of *shar'i* by means of *istinbāq* (issuing the law from the source).

Thus, *ijtihād* is one of the bases in the development of Islamic law. The role of *ijtihād* is very large in the renewal of Islamic law itself. Because it is impossible to materialize without the presence of a *mujtahid* or someone who has met the requirements and is able to carry out *ijtihād*.
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C. Reason And Revelation in Islamic Law

In conducting *ijtihād*, according to ulama, there are several methods that can be taken by the *mujtahid*, both individual *ijtihad* or collective one. Among these methods are *ijmāʿ*, *qiyās*, *istiḥsān*, *istiḥāb*, *al-maṣlaḥah al-mursalah* *istiḥāb*, *urf* and so on.

*First, ijmāʿ*; according to the ulama *uṣul fiqh* is an agreement of the mujtahid of the Muslims at a time after the death of the Prophet Muhammad on the law of *shara*. For example, an agreement made by some people who are not experts in *ijtihād*, this cannot be said to be *ijmāʿ*. As for the quality of *ijmāʿ* it is divided into two namely; *ijmāʿ ṣarīḥ*, meaning it is *ijmāʿ* as a whole they agree and there are no differences of opinion, both words, and deeds). And *ijmāʿ ʿukātī*, the meaning is the opposite of *ijmāʿ ṣarīḥ*, where all mujtahids do not all agree that their position is unknown whether they agree or not.24

*Second, qiyās*; according to Arabic *qiyās* is equating, measuring or comparing. Whereas according to the term is to equate the law of the case which has no meaning, with the case law there is *nağ* because there is the same *ʿillat*.25 For example, the statute stipulates that the recipient of the will does not get the item that was given to him when he killed the will. This was revealed to the murder carried out by heirs.

The similarity of *ʿillat* between the two is killing or hastening something before the time. So it is clear that a law stipulated with this *qiyās*, is actually not a new law, but it is only the application of the law that has been established by *nağ*.

*Third, al-istiḥsān*; The discussion at *al-istiḥsān* was first coined by Imam Abu Hanifah. Imam Abu Hanifah is said to often set the law by means of *al-istiḥsān*. It's just that he hasn't explained much about why he set a law in this way. When he sets a law, he will say; "*Aṣṭaḥsīn*" (I consider it good). This kind of law was then followed by his friends and followers.26 This *istiḥsan* pattern becomes a productive door for the discovery and conclusion of dynamic law.

The istiḥsān based reasoning is divided into three important things, namely,27

1. **Istihṣān bi al-naṣ** is istiḥsān which is based on a naṣ but he wants not to use the other naṣ, because naṣ the others are kulpī (global), whereas naṣ which is used is khapus (special or exception) For example, bai’ as salam transaction (buying and selling things that don't exist). In general, bai’ as salam transaction may not be, the argument is the hadith of the Prophet Muhammad who said that لا يبيع مالك ما لباسك، which means "do not sell what is not by your side". For example, the hadith from Ibn Abbas (68 H) which means "the Prophet Muhammad came to Medina when people made bai’ as salam on dates for one or two years. So he said, whoever makes a salam transaction on dates, then do it with a certain scale and dose."28 This process of selection or transition from naṣ general to naṣ specifically is called istiḥsān bin al-naṣ.29

2. **Istihṣān bi al-maṣlaḥah** is a transition from kulpī (global) provisions or qiyās al-jalī provisions to qiyās al-khafī because there is a benefit that desires so. For example, look at the patient's genitals by a doctor. Seeing other people's genitals is basically forbidden, but because there is a benefit, a doctor is allowed to see the aurat of the patient he is handling.

3. **Istihṣān bin al-‘urf** is a transition from kulpī (global) provisions or qiyās al-jalī to provisions that have become common practice. For example, īstisna transactions, where basically it is never mentioned in naṣ even it is contrary to naṣ because there are hadiths that say: "may not sell something that does not exist". But because in reality this transaction is commonly practiced by the community, this transaction is also permissible, even though it is contrary to general provisions.

Fourth, al-*maṣlaḥah.* Imam al-Ghazali said that in principle al-*maṣlaḥah* is taking something that is useful and rejecting something that is harmful.  

As explained earlier that the division of al-*maṣlaḥah* in terms of quality and importance is divided into three, namely; al-*maṣlaḥah* al-*darūriyyah,* al-*maṣlaḥah* al-*ḥājiyyah,* and al-*maṣlaḥah* al-*taḥsiniyyah.* Whereas, if viewed from the aspect of the content it is divided into two namely al-*maṣlaḥah* al-*‘ammah* and al-*maṣlaḥah* al-*khāṣṣah.* And if you want to see in terms of change or not, it is divided into two, namely al-*maṣlaḥah* al-*tsābitah* and al-*maṣlaḥah* al-*mutaghayyirah.* Then finally when viewed from its existence, it is divided into three namely al-*maṣlaḥah* al-*mu’tabarrah,* al-*maṣlaḥah* al-*mulghah,* and al-*maṣlaḥah* al-*mursalah.*

Fifth, al-*istiṣḥāb.* The al-*istiṣḥāb* method, according to Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jauziyyah al-*istiṣḥāb,* is استدامه أثباث ما كان ثابيًة أو في ما كان ميِفياً which the meaning of enacting a predetermined law or denying a law that did not exist before. He also divided it into three important parts, namely; First, it is al-*istiṣḥāb* al-*barā’ah* al-*aṣliyyah* which is an al-*istiṣḥāb* which enforces a law according to its original law or sometimes referred to as istishāb al-*barā’ah* al-*‘adam* al-*aṣliyyah* which is an al-*istiṣḥāb* who considers that something is deemed to have no law as long as there is no argument that shows that something has been determined by the law for him, and this condition continues to apply.

For example, the ability to use trees and fruits in the forest, as long as there is no evidence or argument that shows that the forest has been owned by someone. Second, al *istiṣḥāb* al-*waṣf* li al-*hukmi* al-*Shar‘i* hattā yuṣbīta khilāfahu. It is an al-*istiṣḥāb* which implies that a character that has been established against a *shar‘i* law is deemed to be valid as long as there is no argument that cancels it. For example, in the matter of marriage as long as there is no argument that shows that there is a divorce between husband and wife, then they continue to be counted as husband and wife.

Sixth, al-*‘urf.* Next, after the al-*istiṣḥāb* method is the al-*‘urf* method. Al-*‘Urf* means a habit, whether in the form of language or action, which clearly applies in the
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life of society and society is not foreign to him. There are also two habits, namely:
Habits that are general in nature that apply to all members of the community and
special habits that only apply to some communities, or to certain groups.\(^{34}\)

Making *al-’urf* as a part of Islamic law is actually nothing but a manifestation
of the benefit and appreciation of Islam for the culture and communal or individual
creative potential. It also means Islamic hospitality towards a local culture that is very
likely to be able to interact peacefully and strengthen each other with universal Islamic
values. Because among those benefits is to preserve or preserve what is used to apply
in a society, or with other meanings that have become customary for them from
generation to generation. So as long as the customs and habits do not conflict with
Islamic law,\(^ {35}\) Because, if this custom or custom is abolished, then usually it will cause
difficulties.\(^ {36}\)

Thus, the logics of *ijtihad* is dominantly based on human reasoning, extracting
from revelation within a certain context. The theories used are merely human-
reasoning and creation. They are subject to be more elaborated, and modified based on
current situation.

**D. Islamic Legal Teleology; al-Maqashid al-Syar’iyyah**

Abdul Rahman Zaid al-Kailani argues that the purpose of Islamic law is to
realize human welfare as a whole in the life of the world and the afterlife. So to
achieve these goals is needed to at least 3 special media. *First*, ‘amaliyyah *ibādah*
ritual. *Second*, iqāmah *al-‘adl* (upholding justice), and *third*, idkhāl *al-’urf* (enter *’urf*) in
the value of *mashlahat*. These three theories obtain this goal known as *maqāṣid al-
sha‘ī ah*.\(^ {37}\)

*Maqāṣid al-sha‘ī ah*\(^ {38}\) was born together with the coming of Islam and will
continue into the future.\(^ {39}\) *Al-maqāṣid al sha‘ī ah* is a methodological study that has a
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\(^ {38}\) Maqāṣid al-sha‘ī ah consists of 2 sentences namely maqāṣid as the *’jama* form of maqṣūd which is
derived from the qāṣada syllable which means purpose, desire and intentionality. Whereas al Sha‘ī ahia
comes from the word syāra‘a in language means the road to the source of water or the road to the source
of life. So if the meaning of maqāṣid al-sha‘ī ah is presented is the goals of the source of life both in the
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central position in the Muslim *ijtihād* at all times and opportunities. *Maqāṣid al-sharā'ah* is considered to be a very central because it is a study of *ijtihādiyyah* capable of showing a law that has no texts in the Qur’an or in al-Hadith. So every *mujtahid* is obliged to know the theory and purpose of *maqāṣid al-sharā'ah* even including the reason why the verse was revealed in a condition and problem in Islamic society. If observed properly, the determination by the Prophet Muhammad صلى الله عليه وسلم against a law is always based on *asbāb* the law was revealed. So this is the central key to the study of *maqāṣid al-sharā'ah* in Islam.\(^{40}\)

Shatibi explained that some of the points which are important elements of the *maqāṣid al-sharā'ah* are for the following primary needs in sequence, namely: a). Keeping religion (*hiḍż al-dīn*), b). Maintain the soul (*hiḍż al-nafṣ*), c). Maintain reason (*hiḍż al-‘aql*), d). Maintain offspring (*hiḍż al-nāṣh*), e). Keeping property (*hiḍż al-māl*). By keeping the five components above according to him is to ensure safeguards against masculinity and rejection of harm.\(^{41}\) Thus the concept of *maqāṣid al-sharā'ah*, in any case is always aimed at one thing, namely to the *mašlahah* or goodness in general. The concept developed by al-Shatibi is very focused on the substance of a text which is then connected with a case and reality.\(^{42}\) Al Qaradawi interpreted it as a goal that was targeted by texts and particular laws to be realized in human life.

Thus, the urgency of *maqāṣid al-sharā’ah* as Islamic Law can be summed up in the following considerations:\(^{43}\)
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1. *Maqāṣid al-sharī‘ah* is part of Islamic law originating from Allah's revelation to the Prophet Muhammad ﷺ which is applied in the social life of the people even in national and international life.

2. The implementation of the *maqāṣid al-sharī‘ah* was a success and good effort of the reformers of Islam. That is because, above all else, the process of *mu'amalah* can run well and be fair.

3. The form of *maqāṣid al-sharī‘ah* has become a measure and is right in deciding a case for the purpose of goodness (‘urf) and for rejecting damage that will have an impact on society and the social system at large.

**E. Socio-cultural Laws and Values: Theoretical Perspective I**

Mochtar Kusumaatmadja argues that in the Indonesian context, some of the main obstacles that sometimes cause anxiety and shock in society, appear if what is to be changed is identical to the national personality. This happens in addition to the nature of the heterogeneity of the Indonesian people, also because of differences in the level of progress, religion, language and even the education of the people. So this is a number of obstacles that are often faced today.  

As for Roscoe Pound, it was emphasized that the social realities like it or not will have an impact on renewing a law in society. In fact, he called it a law of renewal that was adjusted to the situation and conditions. The concept of "law as a tool of social engineering" which is the core thought of the flow of Pragmatic Legal Realism. It clearly implies this. Then, further, according to Mochtar Kusumaatmadja, the concept of law has become a means of renewing Indonesian society, which is currently wider in scope than in the United States where it was born. The reason is that it shows more legislation in the process of legal reform in Indonesia, which then adjusts to the needs of the community.

The nature of the new mechanism is seen by the use of the term "tool" by Roscoe Pound. That is why Mochtar Kusumaatmadja is more likely to use the term "means" rather than "tool". In addition to being adapted to the situation and conditions
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in Indonesia, the conception was also related to the cultural philosophy of Northrop and *policy-oriented* from Laswell and McDougal. Then everything that appears from a good goal becomes a means for law enforcement that has been agreed upon by the community as a shared values.

For example, legal jurisprudence in Indonesia has an important role, but not much. Another case in countries that adopt a precedent system. Of course, the role of jurisprudence will be far more important. So, the implementation of legislation that aims to reform it can run as it should, the legislation that was formed should be in accordance with what is at the core of the thinking of the *sociology of jurisprudence*, that good law should be in accordance with the law that lives in society. So, it reflects the values that live in society.47

Studies of law or jurisprudence also pay attention to the influence of values on the legal system which gives rise to the concept of "*law of culture*". Lawrence Friedman (2006) said that the legal culture can be formulated as "attitudes and values related to behavior, the law and its institutions, both positively and negatively." It aims to show that the legal system applies in society can be different from the legal system that applies in other communities. The difference is because the reality that exists in a society is far different from other realities: language, habits, or differences in race and ethnicity.48

In addition to this, the differences in the legal system between one community and another are based on differences in the needs of the community. These life needs to bring out the values and attitudes of the community. Where it is realized by a series of rules and norms in a legal system. Furthermore, the legal system functioned to preserve the existing value system in the community.49

Kluckohn Pelly (1994) also argues that cultural values are a broad-scope concept that lives in the minds of most citizens of a society, about what is most valuable in life. The series of concepts are mutually related and constitute a system of cultural values. Functionally, this value system encourages individuals to behave as determined. They believe that only by acting like that will they succeed. The value
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system becomes a guideline that attaches emotionally to a person or a group of people. Therefore, changing the human value system is not easy. Because, these values are the ideal form of the social environment or the conceptual form of their culture, which seems to be outside and above the individual citizens of the community.  

Then there appear to be five main problems of human life in every culture that can be found universally, namely:

1. The nature of life.
2. The nature of work or to work.
3. The nature of space and time.
4. The nature of human relations with the environment.
5. The nature of human and human relations

Various cultures conceptualize this universal problem with various variations. Like the first problem, which is about the nature of human life. In many cultures influenced by Buddhism, for example, life is bad and sad. Therefore, the pattern of life of the people seeks to extinguish that life in order to obtain nirvana and to exclude any actions that can add to the series of life again (re-incarnation).

The second problem, concerning the nature of work or work in life. There are cultures that see work as an attempt to survive. This group is less interested in hard work. But there are also those who consider work to get status, position, and honor. But there are those who argue that work to enhance achievement. They are oriented to achievement, not to status. The third problem, concerning human orientation towards time. There are cultures that see the importance in the past, but some see the present as the focus of effort in their struggle. On the contrary, there are those who look far ahead. Different views in this time dimension greatly influence the life planning of the community.  

F. Law as a System and Community Structure: Theoretical Perspective II

As explained earlier, that law as a national subsystem, implies that law is not only a single system in society, independent, autonomous but rather part of other social subsystems such as economics, politics, social, culture and legal consequences as

---
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part of other social subsystems. Of course, it feels odd, not complete without understanding other social systems. If the economic system does not work, it is impossible for the law to be upright. On the contrary, the people will not be comfortable, safe, if the law is not upright.\(^{52}\)

It is known that law as a value system as well as a subsystem of the social system actually describes that law is a foundation of life that is not easily reconciled, and often in contrast to the legal behavior of the community that should be. The difficulty of harmonizing the law is inseparable from non-juridical factors that live and develop, one of which is legal culture. Culture as a product of society is very diverse and different, not only the people with one another are different so that due to social levels in the environment, for example, the legal culture of a trader with a teacher, a driver with employees, and so on.\(^{53}\)

Lawrence Friedman describes the components of the legal system including structure, substance and legal culture. So all three must go hand in hand, namely, the structure must be strong, credible, accountable, and capable. The substance must be in harmony with the sense of justice of the community, while the legal culture must support the upholding of the law. If one of them is lame, for example, the structure of the apparatus is not accountable, credible and accountable, it is impossible for the law to be enforced properly.\(^{54}\) He mentioned that this was named after the symbiotic nature of mutualism, namely supporting the growth and upholding of the law and vice versa being parasitic, which inhibits the growth and development of the law.

Emile Durkheim outlines the functional relationship between law and society by first classifying society into two, namely: organic solidarity and society based on mechanical solidarity. Applied concept of human in society are divided into 2 types, namely first, characterized by rules in society that are not so detailed and official, do not recognize the differentiation and specialization of law enforcement agencies because their legal habitat is small communities with high levels of homogeneity, both objective aspects, the interests, as well as the people, so that the simple rules are felt to

\(^{52}\) Compare, Ali Ahmad al-Jurjani, Hikmah al-Tashri 'wa Falsafatuh (Beirut; Dar al-Fikr al-Maraghi, 1996), 55.


\(^{54}\) Lawrence Friedman, *Sistem Hukum* (Bandung: PT. Nusa Media Group, 2009), 104-107.
guarantee the sustainability of the social system. Second, the second type of society, namely the very high level of specialization, whose rules of recognition is based on a professional judgement.

G. Effect of Legal Culture on the Function of Law: Theoretical Perspective III

Today's human life is indicate that law as a norm of behavior is very important so that people's behavior does not deviate. The role of law is very dependent on the situation. In developing countries the law takes on the role of social control as well as a driver of behavior towards national goals, namely increasing welfare and social justice. In order for people's behavior not to be in conflict with the law, of course, total public awareness is needed to comply and obey the law. That awareness is a bridge between law and community behavior.

Legal awareness according to Friedman is closely related to the legal culture of society. In other words, it can be explained that the level of legal awareness of high or low society can be seen in its legal culture if the legal culture tends to be positive, proactive towards legal ideals, of course, the people have high legal awareness. In this case, the legal function undergoes expansion. What began as social control and retention of social patterns shifted the direction towards changes in behavior desired by law.55

H. Sociological Dimensions of Islamic Law

Ahmad Mushtafa said there is a very close connection between the law on the one hand and the socio-cultural values in the other hand. This has been proven by several legal anthropologists, both pioneering and theoretical. According to him, the relation between the law and the socio-cultural values of the people turns out that the law can reflect the good values of life and the example in the community itself.56 Matured communities can always learn in social processes. This process leads to the choice of the community autonomously. There is always a process and value transition

55 Abdul Ghafur Anshari, Filsafat Hukum Sejarah, Aliran da Pemaknaan, 66.
56 Cultural values are values that live in the minds of members or citizens who aim as the highest guideline for acting, thinking, mentality, and even everyday behavior. See. Muhammad Syukri dan Tim, Hukum dalam Pendekatan Filsafat (Jakarta: PT. Kharisma Putra utama, 2015), 325.
in making autonomous choices: which values should be abandoned and which ones should be maintained properly.  

The complexity of the study of Islamic law shows that the problem of social change is an important issue and needs to get its own attention, especially when establishing a law. This is the reason why in the study of Islamic law, there are many legal rules that are directly related to social change. For example, Zainal Abidin bin Ibrahim summarizes some important rules regarding this matter as follows:

العادة محكمت

“Customary habits that apply in a society can be a law”

المعروف عرفا كالمشروط شرطا

“Something that has been considered good and applies in the middle of people's lives is the same as the conditions that apply in a transaction”

لا ينك تغير الأحكام بتغير الأزمان

“Not deny the existence of legal changes due to changing times”

الثابت بالعرف كالثابت بالنص

“Something specified with ‘urf' is equal to something specified with nas’

Zainal Abidin bin Ibrahim stressed that with the existence of such rules would certainly raise questions, what laws could change with changing times and circumstances? So, to answer this question, it needs to be understood that the discussion of Islamic law theorists (ṣūlīyyīn) divides Islamic law into two important things, namely; First, the law can be captured by ‘illat or rational (ma‘qūl il ma’nā). Second, laws that cannot be captured ‘illat or irrational (ghair mu‘qūl il ma’nā). (the definition contained in the nas cannot be rationalized).

Ibn al-Qoyyim al-Jauziyyah (1350 m) said that there are at least two important legal issues that can accept changes or which can be entered by mujtahid, namely; 1). Issues that have no law in nāṣ directly, and. 2). The problem found is the law in nāṣ but nāṣ is dzannī and not qatī. Because, when there is a dzannī law, then over time, the law

57 Ahmad Mushtafa, *Filsafat Hukum, Membangun Hukum, Membesa Keadilan* (Yogyakarta: Kanisius Group, 2009), 44.
is felt to be no longer relevant to the life of a society. Thus, the *mujtahid* in the community may provide a new fatwa which is more appropriate to the conditions and conditions of the community.\(^{62}\)

Furthermore, please also note that there has been a lot of attention to the problem of this social condition. In fact, it already exists or has been practiced since the Prophet Muhammad. In a history it is said that, had come to the Prophet Muhammad a man, then the man asked; "O Messenger of Allah, is it acceptable to repent someone who has killed someone else?" Rasulullah SAW saw the man in a state of despair and regret for his actions, and at the same time repented to Allah. Therefore, the Prophet Muhammad replied: "Yes, repentance is accepted". On another occasion, the noble Apostle also came to another man with a red face and drawn a sword in his hand. He asked the Messenger of Allāh with the same question, and the Messenger of Allāh answered him with "no repentance".\(^{63}\)

In these two different stories, the Prophet Muhammad gave a different response between the first and the second. Where the first Prophet Muhammad replied that his repentance was received by Allah, because he came with great sincerity and great remorse to Allah, so he was almost desperate. Whereas, the second questioner, the Prophet Muhammad responded that his repentance was not accepted because his sincerity and regret were not the same as the condition of the first questioner.

By observing these two different cases a legal provision may differ depending on the conditions and characteristics of each case that is being faced, as the Prophet Muhammad gave an example above. This is a necessity that must be known by the *mujtahid* in deciding a law based on the principle of justice in the midst of society.

I. **From the sociological aspect towards the transformation of legal values**


Logics, Objectives And Sociological Sides of Islamic Law:
Re-Structuring Fiqh For Social Change

The Prophet Muhammad himself when giving opinions on a matter related to the law, was not fixed on just one pattern. However, it is very considerate of the skills and situation of the person who will carry out the law. In fact, there were Bedouins who entered Islam, then the concerned asked to be taught by the Prophet about Islam. The Prophet did not teach and directly obliged him to carry out the Pillars of Islam, but only asked the person concerned to commit not to lie. Avoid lying. So, Islam is taught as a very social and contextual religion.64

The sociological aspects of the development of Islamic law also refer to the tradition of thinking of al-Imām al-Sya>fī. Imām Sya>fī has an old legal opinion, known as qaul qadim. Qaul Qadim Imām Sya>fī refers to many of his opinions which are influenced by the atmosphere and development of the people in Iraq. On the other hand, Imām Sya>fī also has a new opinion (qaul jadid). This new opinion is colored by the development of Egyptian society. The change in legal thoughts and opinions is inseparable from sociological factors.

So, it can be explained that the sociological aspects of Islamic law are then the media of Islamic law as a tool of social transformation. In the case of zakāh and zakāh fītrah, Muslims are not taught to tithe exactly like the Prophet with wheat for example. But, in the context of Indonesian society, it is permissible to make alms with rice. Rice is the staple food that applies in Indonesia. There is no such thing during the Prophet.

From the last description, it is very possible to carry out a transformative process for waqf. Endowments do not have to be with immovable property. However, it is permissible with cash waqf, tree waqf, waqf al-Qurān, skill endowments and patent rights as well as plant waqf or professional honorarium for a job. So, in such a way, if we pay attention to the sociological aspects of Islamic law, we find a series of transformative instruments for their legal values.

J. Conclusion

It is certain that law has the potential for change in a society if there are different conditions and characteristics, even in the same case and type. This is a challenge for every mujtahid to improve their scientific quality and understanding of the history of Islam, especially the time of companions (sahābah) and tabi‘in and moreover the nas al-Qur‘an and hadith as guidelines for Islamic life in carrying out the Shariah. At the same time, as a link in the systematization ladder and the formation of values and knowledge of Islamic law.\(^65\)

In addition, an understanding of social theories, especially related to the relationship between law and social change, becomes a necessity. Because, as explained above (theoretical exposure), the law is not in empty space and is empty of culture and tradition. However, the law will always live and die in an environment of culture and tradition. Values, culture, the structure of society and the scope of legal social work will always interact each other.

In line to the rapid social change caused by technical innovation, theories of legal logics and reasoning in Islamic law should be improved as the early generations have done: conserving the essence of moral ethics of law and modifying the legal logic based on socio-legal transformation (respecting local wisdom, referring to public interest, combining practicality and instrumentalizing law as a tool for social engineering) as it is described above is one of examples. Further elaboration and innovation is still on demand.
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